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A sequence A = { ai} of positive integers a, < al < is said to be primitive if no 
term of A divides any other. In this paper we prove the following 
THEOREM. If A = {a,} is a primitive sequence such that each a, has at most 
four prime factors, the factors being counted according to multiplicity, then 
z a,sn l/b, log ai) <Ipi. l/(p log p) for n > 1, where p is a variable prime. (5’ 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A sequence A = {ui} of positive integers a, < a2 < . . . is said to be 
primitive if no term of A divides any other. The history of the study on 
primitive sequences can be found in the survey paper by ErdBs, Sarkozi, 
and Szemertdi [3] and in the excellent book by Halberstam and 
Roth [4]. 
We denote by pm the m th prime and by p a variable prime. 
We need a basic concept, degree of a primitive sequence. The degree of 
an integer is defined as the number of its prime factors, the factors being 
counted according to multiplicity. The degree of a primitive sequence A, 
denoted d’(A), is defined as the maximum degree of its terms. We take 
do(A)=0 if A= (1) or 0. 
We define f(A)=C,,.,, l/(aloga). We take f(A)=0 if d’(A)=O. 
Erdos [l] proved that there exists an absolute constant C such that 
f(A) < C for any primitive sequence A. Recently the author [2] has asked 
if the inequality 
.zn 11(ai10f3ai)~ 1 ll(Pl%P) for n>l (1) 
psn 
is always true for any A. Clearly, if this conjecture is true then 
C = C l/(p log p) < 1.64. In this paper we prove the following 
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THEOREM. Equation (1) is true for any primitive sequence A = {ai} with 
do(A)< 4. 
To get the convergence of f(A), Erdijs [ 1 ] considers the greatest prime 
factors of terms of A. To prove the above theorem, we consider their 
smallest prime factors. For a given primitive sequence A and m 2 1, put 
A,,, = {a: a E A, all prime factors of a are BP,}, Ah = {a: a E A,, p, 1 a}, 
and A; = {a/p,: a E AL}. Clearly A = U, ~ I Ah is disjoint and d'(AL) < 
do(A) when A is finite. Our method is based on the fact that f(A) = 
Cm3 1 f(-W and LAM l/{b(log pm + log 6)) < l/log pm when d'(AL) < 3. 
II. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We have six constants: a = 1.0072629, /I = 0.9385, k, = 0, k, = 0.264, k, = 
0.792, and k, = 2.075. 
We have four lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. P, >n(log n+log log n-a) for n 22 and, P,<n(logn + 
loglogn-P)for na7022 [S]. 
LEMMA 2. Ciarn l/{ pi(kj + log pi)} < l/(ki- I+ log p,) for m > 1 and 
l<j<3. 
Proof Put N=20000, c=(1+l/logN)/N+log{1+(loglog(N+1)- 
@/log(N+1)}=0.12823 . . . . uj=kjeI+c, vj=kj-a+l-2uj, 
( 
u1 = 0.12823..., u2 = 0.39223..., u3 = 0.92023...; 
01 = 0.0002..., v2 = 0.0002..., v3 = 0.2... ) 
9 
hj(m)=Cir,,, ll{Pi(kj+lOg Pi)>, gj(m)=l/(kj-l+ht Pm), H’(Y)=(Y+ 
logy-a)(y+logy+kj), and Gj(y)=(y+lOgy+~~)~. We first suppose 
that m 2 N. Then by Lemma 1, 
hj(m+ l)<[m (1 
dx 
m x og x + log log x - a)(log x + log log x + kj) 
s 
00 4 = 
km Hj(Y)’ 
gj(m + 1) > l/{kj- I+ log(m + 1) + log(log(m + 1) + log log(m + 1) - 8)) 
> l/(log m + log log m + u,) 
m (I+ l/y) dv = 
s for m>Nandl<j<3. log m  G,(Y) 
641/39/l-2 
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Since ~~>10-~>0, d,=H,(y)(l + ~/JJ)-G,(y)=t:,y + (u,+ l)logy + 
(log y- a)(log y + k,)/y - ak, - 2.2 - x+k, > r/c) + (u,+l)logy - 
akj - UT - a+ki > l.l>O for.v$logm>logN, and thus hj(m+l)< 
gj(m+l) for m>N, i.e., h,(m)<g,(m) for m>N+l and l<j<3. For 
l<m<Nand l<j<3 we have 
by calculation on computer. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let m 2 1 be fixed and B = B, be primitive with do(B) < 3. 
We have CbeB l/{b(tlogp,+logb)}<l/(k,-,+logp,) for l<t< 
4 - do(B). 
Proof: Put g,(B) = Cbc B l/{ b( t log pm + log b)}. Induction on do(B). 
If do(B) = 1 and 16 t < 3 then g,(B) < Ciarn l/{pi(t log pm + log pi)} < 
Ci3,,, l/{pi(k, + log pi)} < l/(k,- i + log p,) by Lemma 2, since k, < 
tlog2<tlogp,. 
Now suppose that d’(B)=s>l and l<t<4--s. Since B=U,,,B; is 
disjoint, g,(B) = Cia,,, g,(Bj). If d’(Bi) < 1 then g,(Bi) < l/{pi(k, + 
log pi)}. If d’(Bj) > 1 then g,, ,(B/‘) < l/(k, + log pi) since d’(Bj’) <s and 
t+1<4-d’(Bf), and thus g,(B~)=C,,rr;,l/{pib(tlogp,+logpj+ 
logb)) G g,+,(Bl’)/Pi<ll{Pi(k,+lOg Pi)>. Thus gt(B)=Ciam gt(BI)< 
Ciarn l/{p,(k, + log pi)} < l/(k,-, + log p,) by Lemma 2. This completes 
the proof. 
We need only the case t = 1 in Lemma 3, i.e., the following: 
LEMMA 4. Let m 2 1 be fixed and B = B, be primitive with do(B) < 3. 
We have CbEB ll{bUog pm + log b)l < l/log pm. 
Now we are ready to prove the theorem. 
THEOREM. Equation (1) is true for any primitive sequence A = { ai} with 
do(A) < 4. 
Proof. Let n be fixed. To prove (1) we need only the subsequence 
{ai:ai<n} of A. W e d enote this subsequence also by A. Put m = n(n), the 
number of primes <n; then A = U i G iGm Aj is disjoint and f(A) = 
1, GiG,f(A;). If d’(AI) d 1 then f(Al) d l/(p, log pi). If d’(A/) > 1 then 
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f(A:) = LA;’ l/{ pib(lOg pi + log b)} < l/(p, log pi) by Lemma 4, since 
d”(AI’)Gdo(A)-ld3* Thusf(A)=Ct,,,,f(A:)~Ct,i,, ll(PilOgPi). 
This completes the proof. 
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